Cholesterol (Chol) is the major nonpolar lipid, which is abundant in mammalian cell membranes. However, despite extensive studies with model membranes, two important questions have not been fully addressed: 1) the mechanism which underpins the condensation of unsaturated lipids facilitated by Chol through unwinding their acyl chains and 2) the mechanism which governs the interaction between Chol and low-/high-melting lipids leading to lipid phase separation ([@r1]). The latter can trigger different biochemical processes, which are strongly dependent on Chol--lipid interactions and their concentrations in cellular systems. In the early 1970s, the observation of a detergent-resistant fraction in a membrane ([@r2]) suggested that the plasma membrane is heterogeneous on the submicrometer scale ([@r3][@r4]--[@r5]). These early evidences triggered considerable theoretical and experimental efforts during the following decades to understand the phase separation in biological membranes, which eventually resulted in the so-called raft hypothesis ([@r6]). This hypothesis argues that lipid--lipid and lipid--protein interaction drives the formation of functional domains, or rafts, within the plane of the membrane. One of the potent tools to study lipid rafts is biomimetic model membranes, where liquid--liquid phase separation takes place. The liquid--liquid phase separation can be described as a coexistence of liquid-disordered ($L_{d}$) and liquid-ordered ($L_{o}$) phases ([@r7]) with different chemical compositions resulting in distinct biophysical properties. The $L_{o}$ phase, characterized by relatively tight lipid packing and a high concentration of saturated lipids and Chol, was considered a good model for lipid rafts and, therefore, substantial effort was put into understanding its molecular organization ([@r8]). Several models were invoked to describe the lipid interactions in membranes with coexisting liquid--liquid phases. Radhakrishnan and McConnell ([@r9]) and McConnell and Radhakrishnan ([@r10]) argued that Chol and phospholipids form stable molecular complexes, or "condensed complexes," due to the condensing effect of Chol. In ternary mixtures, it was proposed that different phospholipids form a single complex resembling the behavior of binary mixtures with a single complex stoichiometry and relatively short molecular order lengths of about 30 to 100 Å ([@r10]). Similar correlation lengths were calculated from the width of X-ray diffraction peaks obtained for monolayers of binary mixtures ([@r11], [@r12]). The umbrella is another model ([@r13]) proposing that each lipid can harbor two cholesterol molecules, shielding them from the aqueous environment. It is noteworthy that the macroscopic behavior of binary and ternary lipid mixtures (below the critical point) can be predicted by the Ising model ([@r14][@r15]--[@r16]). Above the critical point, no phase separation has been observed using imaging techniques. Therefore, the predictions about the dynamic nature and nanoscopic sizes of ordered domains in that region remain largely uncorroborated.

Simple biomimetic model membranes have played a significant role in understanding the mechanisms driving liquid--liquid phase separation, which provided a potential model for rafts in biological membranes. However, the current consensus is that lipid-only systems are not fully capable of mimicking biological membranes ([@r17]), mainly because the plasma membrane contains up to 20 to 30% of proteins ([@r18]) and the model membranes lack connections to the dynamic actin cortex and transport components of a cell ([@r19], [@r20]). The modern view recognizes the importance of the membrane complexity broadly conceived with the development of experimental biophysical approaches to study phase separation and membrane heterogeneity ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]). Also, the application of more advanced imaging techniques, such as superresolution microscopy ([@r24], [@r25]), electron microscopy ([@r26], [@r27]), and fluorescent spectroscopy ([@r27], [@r28]), supported this notion. Importantly, the individual and collective behavior of lipids and proteins, including cross-species interaction, remains the cornerstone for understanding the membrane behavior. It is argued that both bulk and microscopic properties of a membrane are modulated by preferred interactions between different lipid species ([@r29]), including the recent recognition of the important role for (poly)unsaturated lipids ([@r20], [@r30], [@r31]).

Here, we exploit the sensitivity of inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS) to collective molecular motions in multicomponent phase-separated lipid mixtures, which offers a unique window in the picosecond--nanometer (ps-nm) domain to study lipid--lipid interactions. We provide direct experimental evidence for the existence of an optical phononic mode in binary and ternary systems, which originates from the out-of-phase collective movements of neighboring 1,2-dioleoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), and cholesterol molecules. The experimental findings are further corroborated by coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG MD) simulation of the system. We show that the optical mode exhibits a low-momentum transfer phononic gap or vibrational cutoff. This is the manifestation of short-range interacting lipid units, or pairs, in the lipid mixture. The size of the units directly correlates with the phononic gap. We also discuss how the observed optical phononic mode and lipid pairs are related to emergent properties of lipid collectives governing the membrane behavior.

Results and Discussion {#s1}
======================

IXS Measurements and Dispersion Curves. {#s2}
---------------------------------------

In the present work we studied the DPPC:Chol systems with the Chol mol% concentrations of 6.5%, 12%, 18%, 28%, and 35% and the systems containing DOPC(0.3):DPPC(0.4):Chol(0.3) and POPC(0.5):DPPC(0.3):Chol(0.2). All binary systems were studied at $25\,{^\circ}$C and the systems with 6.5%, 18%, and 28% Chol were also measured at $45\,{^\circ}$C. The ternary systems were measured at $37\,{^\circ}$C. The chosen concentrations and temperatures cover all areas on the DPPC:Chol phase diagram ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r32]), where phase separation is observed, including the $L_{o}$ phase, which is of major interest as it is believed to be related to lipid rafts in plasma membranes. Similarly, the DOPC-based ternary system exhibits the coexistence of $L_{o}$ and $L_{d}$ phases at the chosen composition ([@r32]), whereas in the POPC-based system no coexisting liquid domains are observed with standard techniques for all concentrations between 10 and $60\,{^\circ}$C ([@r33]). The samples were prepared using a protocol described in [*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"} and spin coated on a single-crystal diamond substrate ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, well-oriented multilayers containing up to 1,000 bilayers were formed ([@r34]). It should be noted that as a result of the spin-coating procedure the deposited multilayer may contain macrodefects and imperfections, located primarily near the surface, as can be seen in [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. Since the size of the aggregates is micrometer size and larger, their effect on the dispersion curves is expected to be within the $Q$ range of $10^{- 3}$ to $10^{- 4}\,{nm}^{- 1}$, which is far below what is accessible with both IXS spectrometers used for this work. These inhomogeneities, therefore, cannot be detected in the present measurements and do not affect the dispersion curves presented in this work. The in-plane dynamics of the samples ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) were probed by IXS at ID28 ([@r35]) and BL35XU ([@r36]) beamlines at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and SPring-8 synchrotron radiation facility (SPring-8), respectively. The structural behavior and the stability of the stacked multilayers were controlled during the experiment by periodic measurements of $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$. The evolution of the structure factor peak as a function of temperature and Chol concentration is presented in [Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. As temperature rises, the peak position shifts to lower $Q$ values, the intensity of the peak reduces, and the width of the peak increases, signifying increasing disorder and increasing average distance between molecules due to thermal fluctuations. Similarly, at fixed temperature, with the addition of Chol the width of the $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$ peak increases and its position shifts toward lower $Q$ values. It is well known that addition of Chol incurs a so-called local condensing effect ([@r37]), straightening hydrocarbon chains of those DPPC molecules that are in the close vicinity of Chol and reducing the partial-specific area per lipid molecule ([@r38]). However, on a macroscopic scale the average distance between repeating structural units increases due to the increased amount of Chol and, thus, the $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$ peak shifts toward smaller $Q$ values. In the presented data, the $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$ structure factor shows no bulk water peak at $Q$ = 20 ${nm}^{- 1}$, which is an indication that IXS spectra are mainly dominated by the lipid sample ([@r39], [@r40]).

![(*A*) The scattering geometry of the IXS experiment at ID28 and BL35XU beamlines at ESRF and SPring-8, respectively. The DPPC-Chol or DOPC(POPC)-DPPC-Chol multilayers were deposited on top of a single-crystal diamond substrate and the scattering vector $Q$ remained within the plane of the lipid layers, ensuring that the in-plane dynamics only were probed. (*B*) The top view of a lipid multilayer deposited on top of a 4.5 × 4.5-${mm}^{2}$ diamond substrate. The uniform coverage remains throughout the duration of the experiment. Based on our previous experience ([@r41]), to alleviate the beam damage the sample was translated across the beam every 2 h (see [*SI Appendix*, *The Beam Damage Assessment*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental), for detailed beam damage analysis). The blurry vertical line is the guard shield above the sample to reduce the scattering background. (*C*) Typical $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$ for DPPC-Chol systems as a function of Chol mol% concentration and temperature measured in the experiments. (*D*) The phase diagram of the DPPC-Chol binary mixture adopted from de Almeida and Joly ([@r32]) and the points on the phase diagram measured in this study.](pnas.1919264117fig01){#fig01}

The IXS spectra ([*SI Appendix*, Figs. S3--S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental)) were measured at ESRF (SPring-8) with an X-ray energy of 23.725 keV (21.747 keV) and an energy resolution of 1.4 meV (1.5 meV), the spectral shape of which is a pseudo-Voigt function. The spectra were fitted with a standard model of N damped harmonic oscillators (DHOs) plus the elastic contribution ([@r35], [@r40][@r41][@r42]--[@r43]). For details of the IXS data line shape analysis using models containing various numbers of DHO excitations see [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental). The contribution of water between lipid headgroups was omitted in the model since it was previously shown ([@r39][@r40]--[@r41], [@r44]) that it contributes to inelastic scattering mainly in the case of neutron scattering. In the case of X-rays, the contribution to an IXS spectrum comes mainly from lipid tails ([@r39][@r40]--[@r41], [@r44]) and water scattering is negligible: Water contributes \<10% to the overall IXS spectrum and phonons in water get excited at significantly higher energy (up to 20 meV) than the most energetic lipid phonons ($\sim$10 meV) at the *Q* range investigated.

To highlight the details of the IXS spectrum line shape profile, we analyzed the spectra multiplied by the factor $E^{2}$, which is directly related to the longitudinal $C_{L}\left( {Q,E} \right)$ current correlation spectrum expressed as $C_{L}\left( {Q,E} \right) = E^{2}S\left( {Q,E} \right)/Q^{2}$. At both $25\,{^\circ}$C and $45\,{^\circ}$C, up to $Q$ = 6.56 ${nm}^{- 1}$ the spectra exhibit two acoustic excitations ([Fig. 2 *C* and *D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), identified as the longitudinal acoustic (LA) and transverse acoustic (TA) modes, respectively, which are similar to modes previously detected in a pure DPPC ([@r41]). Remarkably, at $Q \geq$ 6.98 ${nm}^{- 1}$, a third phononic mode appears ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), which can be seen as a hump emerging near $E \sim$ 5 meV. The dispersion curves for each temperature and Chol concentration on the phase diagram ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. The LA mode exists in a form of compression waves propagating in lipids, which was first observed about two decades ago using inelastic (X-ray and neutron) scattering ([@r39], [@r44]). The TA mode is a weakly dispersing in-plane propagating transverse phonon mode originating from oscillatory movements of the lipid molecules due to shear restoring forces ([@r41]). The TA mode exhibits a low-*Q* phononic band gap identified as the disappearance of the transverse phonons below the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ value. It was argued ([@r45][@r46][@r47]--[@r48]) that the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ in the TA mode can be observed in all disordered (noncrystalline) materials at a relatively low $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ value. As was shown for single-component lipids \[e.g., at $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta} \sim$5 ${nm}^{- 1}$ for DPPC at $45\,{^\circ}$C ([@r41]) and $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta} \sim$3 ${nm}^{- 1}$ for 1,2-dimyristoyl-*sn*-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) at $10\,{^\circ}$C ([@r40])\], there are ultrafast (picosecond timescale) density fluctuations ([@r41]). However, in the present work, the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ for the TA mode was not observed in the systems containing Chol either at $25\,{^\circ}$C or at $45\,{^\circ}$C ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), which can be explained by the increased rigidity and reduced lateral diffusion rates of molecules in the bilayer due to the presence of Chol ([@r49]). It was also shown before that the decrease in lipid diffusion rates results in closing of the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ in the TA mode ([@r42]) and, therefore, even at $45\,{^\circ}$C, $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{ta}$ is still below the lowest $Q$ value accessible in the present IXS experiment ($\sim$ 2 ${nm}^{- 1}$).

![Experimental data, the fitting curves, and excitations for IXS spectra for the system with 6.5% and 28% Chol ([*SI Appendix*, Figs. S3 and S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental)) multiplied by $E^{2}$ for $25\,{^\circ}$C (*A* and *C*) and $45\,{^\circ}$C (*B* and *D*). The spectra are shown for $Q$ = 6.19 ${nm}^{- 1}$ (*C*) and 6.56 ${nm}^{- 1}$ (*D*) (*C* and *D*, denoted $Q < Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$) and $Q$ = 6.98 ${nm}^{- 1}$ (*A*) and 7.34 ${nm}^{- 1}$ (*B*) (*A* and *B*, denoted $Q > Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$), respectively. At $Q < Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ at both temperatures, the characteristic flexure, or sagging indicated by the arrows, in the experimental curves signifies the absence of the additional, third excitation between the dominating longitudinal mode (LA) and low-energy transverse mode (TA), whereas at $Q > Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ the emergent optical mode (OP) is clearly visible as a hump close to $E \approx$ 5 meV. Note the absence of the optical mode at $Q > Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ for 6.5% Chol at $25\,{^\circ}$C, which is explained in the text.](pnas.1919264117fig02){#fig02}

![(*A* and *B*) $E$($Q$) dispersion curves obtained using the DHO modeling of the experimental data ([*SI Appendix*, Figs. S3--S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental)) taken at $25\,{^\circ}$C (*A*) and $45\,{^\circ}$C (*B*). The solid lines are shown to guide the eye only. The point ($0,0$) is placed to extrapolate the longitudinal phonon dispersions to $Q$ = 0. Note that the data for samples containing 12% and 35% Chol taken at $25\,{^\circ}$C have been measured with the double-step size in $Q$ (thus, the $Q$ precision with which the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ can be determined is twice as large), different from the sets of data for samples containing 6.5%, 18%, and 28% of Chol. (*C*) The schematics of the phonon propagation in the sample (lipid displacements are greatly exaggerated). The LA mode is represented as a compression wave propagating through a sheet of lipid molecules, and the TA mode is represented as a shear wave with the in-plane molecule displacements. Purple and yellow balls denote DPPC and Chol molecules, respectively, contributing to the OP mode. The schematic of the OP mode is explained in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}.](pnas.1919264117fig03){#fig03}

Optical Vibrational Mode and Optical Phononic Gap in Binary Systems. {#s3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Optical (OP) vibrational modes appear in crystalline materials when the elementary unit cell contains two or more atoms with different masses $M_{i}$. In the simplest case of two atoms per unit cell arranged in a 1D linear chain, the resulting frequency of the optical phonons can be represented as ([@r50])$$\nu^{2} = \alpha\left( {\frac{1}{M_{1}} + \frac{1}{M_{2}}} \right) + \alpha\sqrt{\left( {\frac{1}{M_{1}} + \frac{1}{M_{2}}} \right)^{2} - \frac{4\sin^{2}\left( {QL} \right)}{M_{1}M_{2}}},$$where $L$ and $\alpha$ are the interparticle distance and the interparticle force constant, respectively. Optical phonons can be represented by standing waves: they do not imply any energy transfer in the long-wavelength limit as they are a result of out-of-phase particle movements about the rest position of their center of mass. In a binary lipid mixture, DPPC and Chol represent two different "particles" oscillating about their center of mass. In a continuous medium approximation, the OP mode cannot exhibit the phononic gap $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$, and at large distances significantly exceeding the interlipid separations ($\left. Q\rightarrow \right.$ 0), the frequency is simply represented as $\nu^{2} \sim 2\alpha\left( {\frac{1}{M_{1}} + \frac{1}{M_{2}}} \right)$. Under such an assumption, the observation of the low-$Q$ OP phononic gap ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) is remarkable, which we attribute to a finite-size effect ([@r51]). It is noteworthy that the observed value of $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op} \approx$ 7 ${nm}^{- 1}$ at both $25\,{^\circ}$C and $45\,{^\circ}$C is independent of the Chol concentration, except in the case of the $S_{o}$ phase at $25\,{^\circ}$C (see [Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} for the phase diagram) ([@r32]) where only the LA and TA modes were detected ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The behavior of collective vibrational excitations in the $S_{o}$ phase, where the concentration of Chol is too small to induce phase separation, is similar to that of pure DPPC or DMPC systems where the OP modes were not previously observed within a similar energy range ([@r40], [@r41]). At $45\,{^\circ}$C and at 6.5% Chol, on the other hand, the appearance of the OP mode is striking ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), and it is a signature of the formation of the $L_{o}$ phase. At higher concentrations of Chol, the observation of $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ signifies that, for DPPC-Chol binary mixtures, phase-separated domains cannot be considered as a simple coexistence of thermodynamically stable phases (either $L_{d}$+$L_{o}$ or $S_{o}$+$L_{o}$) with a stoichiometric association of DPPC-Chol uniform over micrometer length scales. On the contrary, the appearance of the $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ stipulates that the length scale over which a uniform phase rich in Chol persists is limited to $L_{op} \simeq 2\pi/Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ or about 9 Å. This, at least notionally, resembles the condensed complexes model of Radhakrishnan and McConnell ([@r9]) and McConnell and Radhakrishnan ([@r10]). However, a very short $L_{op}$ distance (9 Å) between two centers of mass of neighboring DPPC-Chol pairs over which the OP mode is supported implies that the association of DPPC and Chol lipids in $L_{o}$ phase spreads over nine lipids at most, or about three DPPC-Chol pairs. For $Q < Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$, or $L > L_{op}$, the lack of contiguous arrangement of DPPC-Chol pairs over the macroscale breaks the translational symmetry of the system and, thus, the OP modes no longer exist. Such behavior is not only limited to the Chol concentrations, where the phase coexistence is observed. At 35% Chol, where no phase coexistence is present and only the $L_{o}$ phase is observed on a macroscale, the OP mode exhibits a similar $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op} \approx$ 7 ${nm}^{- 1}$ ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that, although macroscopically the phase may be considered homogeneous, on the nanoscale it consists of a set of discrete areas each encompassing up to three DPPC-Chol pairs or less.

In [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, we present a schematic view of an $L_{o}$-$L_{d}$ phase coexistence where the $L_{o}$ phase is depicted as a coalescence of three lipid pairs or less. Provided that a single DPPC molecule has a "diameter" of 9 Å (area per lipid molecule of about 63 to 64 Å^2^), which is slightly reduced in the presence of Chol, the arrangement of three adjacent pairs can, in principle, be considered as a somewhat disordered hexagonal lattice ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) with a lattice parameter $L_{op}$. The value of $L_{op} \sim$ 9 Å deduced from the IXS experiment corresponds to a median distance between two adjacent centers of mass of DPPC-Chol pairs statistically averaged over all directions in the plane of the bilayer ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the hexagonal ordering within the $L_{o}$ phase is only one of the geometrically preferred arrangements of pairs and smaller or irregularly shaped substructures could also be favored. Recently, larger hexagonally ordered nanodomains in DPPC-Chol systems were measured with neutron scattering ([@r52]). A similar hexagonal molecular arrangement and irregularly arranged substructures within the $L_{o}$ phase were observed through all-atom MD simulations of the DOPC/DPPC/Chol system ([@r53]). Interestingly, the time window probed by the IXS in this work (0.2 to 4 ps or 1 to 20 meV energy range) is considerably narrower than the time step of analysis frames saved during most MD simulations (aforementioned MD of the DOPC/DPPC/Chol system lasted 10 $\mu$s with an analysis frame step of 0.24 ns) ([@r53]). The diffusion coefficient of lipids in a variety of fluid membranes is about 10 to 20 $\mu m^{2}$/s, so a molecule diffuses on average a distance of 9 Å (roughly the separation of a pair) in 10 to 20 ns. In other words, this timescale defines the upper limit for the lipid pair lifetime: the maximum time a lipid involved in coherent vibrations requires to jump farther than the $L_{op}$ distance over which the coherent vibrations (the OP mode) of molecules exist. Therefore, IXS provides a narrow time window to observe ultrafast nanoscale dynamics of molecular movements in a system where highly dynamic, transient lipid pairs and their dynamic arrangements are "seen" and probed as if they were stable entities.

![The schematic representation of the $L_{o}$-$L_{d}$ phase coexistence, where up to three lipid pairs nucleate into a nanodomain, a part of a larger region consisting of ∼50 lipid molecules. All DPPC or Chol molecules within the purple region move coherently in opposite directions depicted by red and green arrows (all DPPC move to the left and all Chol move to the right). As a result of coherent antiphase oscillations of DPPC and Chol species about their static centers of mass (black circles) the OP mode is supported over the length scale $L_{op} \simeq 2\pi/Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op} \sim$ 9 Å, the distance between two centers of mass. Beyond this length scale, at $Q < Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$, or $L > L_{op}$, individual DPPC molecules without their Chol counterparts do not support the OP mode.](pnas.1919264117fig04){#fig04}

To further corroborate on our findings with the IXS, we performed CG MD simulation of the DPPC-Chol system containing 30% Chol at $25\,{^\circ}$C (see [*Materials and Methods*](#s6){ref-type="sec"} for details). CG cannot provide interatomic vibrational modes because, as is true for all-atom MD simulations, these modes are located very high in energy, well above the energy window of our measurements. In addition, it has been shown that rattling dynamics in liquids and their thermodynamics are independent of specific atomic interactions ([@r47]), so neglecting interatomic vibrational modes in lipid dynamics simulations can still provide valid information on low-energy phonon excitations. In [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} the dispersion curves were obtained by calculating the longitudinal current correlation spectra, $C_{L}\left( {Q,E} \right)$. The CG simulated phonon dispersions agree well with previously published all-atom MD simulations ([@r42], [@r43]). The subset of four dispersion curves (marked by $\blacksquare$, $▲$, $▼$, and $\blacklozenge$ in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) was observed previously ([@r42], [@r43]) in pure DPPC or DMPC systems, which are related to various interactions between lipid head groups, tails, and collisions of oxygen atoms at the membrane--water interface near the lipid head groups ([@r42]). The additional nondispersive vibrational mode, denoted by red bullets ($\bullet$) in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, is attributed to the OP mode in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and is located at similar phonon energy ($\sim$5 meV) exhibiting a similar value of $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op} \approx$ 6 ${nm}^{- 1}$, corresponding to $L_{op} \simeq$ 10.5 Å. Importantly, our CG-based calculations of vibrational landscapes are in good agreement with experimentally observed energies of the optical phonons of 4.8 $\pm$ 0.3 meV and 4.5 $\pm$ 0.3 meV at $25\,{^\circ}$C and $45\,{^\circ}$C, respectively ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), implying that rattling dynamics in biomembranes are independent of precise knowledge of atomic interactions in phospholipids. However, to estimate the energetics of single molecules and their pairwise interactions, all-atom MD simulations are preferred. It is noteworthy that, to obtain the phonon dispersion curves from MD simulations, knowledge of the particles' coordinates and velocities during a final production time is required ([@r42]). Collecting such large amounts of data during a simulation can be prohibitive, especially if production runs are long (e.g., tens of microseconds). Therefore, one can estimate the energy of the OP mode measured by IXS and calculated by MD simulations using an approach based on [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. It assumes a harmonic potential between DPPC and Chol particles oscillating about their common centers of mass. Using Monte Carlo and MD simulations, it has been previously shown that the phase separation in lipid mixtures takes place when the excess Gibbs free energy (interaction energy) of the lipid mixture exceeds a threshold beyond which the interacting forces favor the phase separation ([@r54]). Customarily, the threshold is close to 1 $k_{B}T$ ([@r55]) for various phospholipids and it can reach up to $\sim$3.65 $k_{B}T$ ([@r56]) for the systems containing Chol. To calculate the interparticle force constant $\alpha$ in [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} we used Hooke's law, an excess Gibbs free-energy range of 1 to 3.6 $k_{B}T$ as the interaction energy, and the interparticle (DPPC-to-Chol) distance, which is equal to approximately one-half of the distance corresponding to the structural peak in $S\left( {Q,0} \right)$ ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Using [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the hydrodynamic limit $\left. Q\rightarrow \right.$ 0, we estimated the energy of the optical phonons in the range 3.9 to 7.4 meV. Alternatively, one can calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) for a DPPC-Chol pair ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Inset*). The PMF exhibits a clear minimum within 0.5 $< r <$ 1 nm, which corresponds to an attractive interaction between DPPC and Chol molecules with the energy of 0.12 $k_{B}T$. This value corresponds to the energy of the OP mode of $\sim$1.35 meV. The all-atom MD calculations ([@r57]) yielded a DPPC-Chol interaction energy of $\sim$0.4 $k_{B}T$ within the $L_{o}$ phase, which corresponds to the OP mode energy of $\sim$2.5 meV. This energy mismatch can be explained by the use of an inherently less accurate force field in CG, compared to all-atom MD simulations. Nevertheless, both values are reasonably close to the ones obtained with the IXS. Clearly, it is a misconception to assume that the vibrational modes of lipids can be unequivocally deduced solely from either the interaction energies favoring phase separation or the minimum of PMF function. Moreover, this heuristic approach is not applicable if, for example, repulsive interactions are present in the system. However, in a limited number of specific cases, such a simplistic model can be useful to roughly estimate the energy of optical phonons, providing benchmark values for experimental studies.

![Dispersion curves obtained using the modeling of the longitudinal current correlation spectra, $C_{L}\left( {Q,E} \right)$, calculated by MD simulation for the system containing 30% Chol at $25\,{^\circ}$C. The detailed description of the modeling procedure of $C_{L}\left( {Q,E} \right)$ spectra can be found elsewhere ([@r42]). *Inset* shows the lateral radial pair distribution function $g\left( r \right)$ for DPPC-Chol pairs and the corresponding potential of mean force, PMF$\left( r \right)$, calculated according to PMF$\left( r \right)$ = -$k_{B}T\ln g\left( r \right)$.](pnas.1919264117fig05){#fig05}

Optical Vibrational Mode and Optical Phononic Gap in Ternary Systems. {#s4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As the number of constituents in the mixture increases, the phononic landscape of the system rapidly becomes more complex. In reality, in fairly disordered media like lipid membranes the OP modes may become intermixed and overlaid, which in experiment would result in the observation of a few weakly distinct OP modes, at best. It should be noted that, in DOPC(POPC)-DPPC-Chol mixtures containing unsaturated lipids, different pairs are characterized by strong attractive (DPPC/Chol), strong repulsive (unsaturated lipids/Chol), or near-neutral (unsaturated/saturated lipids) interactions ([@r16], [@r30], [@r54], [@r58]). Therefore, the observation of the OP modes (or the lack thereof) in DOPC- and POPC-based ternary systems strongly depends on the interplay of multiple competing interactions between different lipid species. In this regard, the ps-nm time--space window of IXS provides a unique approach to study a diverse vibrational landscape of lipid--lipid interactions.

In [Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} the IXS spectra multiplied by the factor $E^{2}$ for DOPC- and POPC-based ternary systems are presented. The corresponding dispersion curves are shown in [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}. In ternary systems, the OP modes are observed at 3.5 meV (for the DOPC-based system) and 3.9 meV (for the POPC-based system), which are lower than for binary systems ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The phononic gap appears at $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ = 8.38 ${nm}^{- 1}$, which implies that the median statistically averaged distance between centers of mass of lipids contributing to OP modes in the ternary systems is shorter: $L_{op} \simeq$ 7.5 Å. This result suggests that adding unsaturated lipids (DOPC or POPC) to the mixture effectively reduces the ability of coupled lipid pairs to coalesce. Indeed, below the miscibility temperature $T_{m}$ ($< 29\,{^\circ}$C) ([@r59]) for these mixtures, all-atom MD simulations showed ([@r53]) that the $L_{o}$ phase tends to equilibrate into persistent domains with randomly distributed nanometer-sized substructures and a transient hexagonal arrangement of DPPC molecules. Above $T_{m}$, as in the present work, the MD simulation revealed fast compositional fluctuations strongly resembling the $L_{o}$ phase with no local hexagonal order ([@r53]). A shorter $L_{op} \simeq$ 7.5 Å in ternary systems suggests that a local hexagonal order may not be one of the preferred geometrical arrangements anymore, unlike in DPPC-Chol binary systems ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), and this agrees with the results from the all-atom MD simulation ([@r53]). The values of $L_{op}$ shorter than the lipid "diameter" do not imply that the transient hexagonal arrangements are forbidden. It means that they are merely energetically unfavorable (when statistically averaged over the entire sample) and smaller dynamic entities, e.g. double or single pairs, prevail. The lower energies of optical phonons in ternary systems indicate that due to the repulsive interaction of unsaturated lipids with other species, DOPC and POPC act as dynamic collision defects in the system, both hampering the coherent vibrations of like neighbors and preventing the formation of hexagonal-like order. Thus, in simple biomimetic model membranes, the addition of mono- and diunsaturated lipids induces a disorder, which, due to the universal anharmonic effect ([@r60]), results in softening of the phonon modes. The concomitant decrease of the LA mode energy in ternary systems (the maximum energy is $\sim$8.5 meV at $37\,{^\circ}$C, [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) compared to binary systems (9.6 meV at $25\,{^\circ}$C and 9.2 meV at $45\,{^\circ}$C, [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) also supports the aforementioned statement about a global disordering effect of DOPC and POPC lipids in simple ternary systems. When the concentration of unsaturated lipids becomes sufficiently large \[for example, see a DOPC-DPPC-Chol phase diagram ([@r33])\], the system transitions into a fully disordered $L_{d}$ phase, and, thus, it loses the ability to support the coalescence of strongly coupled pairs and the OP modes, as well as the formation of stable domains of a larger size. It is quite surprising, therefore, that the effect of polyunsaturated lipids on $L_{o}$-$L_{d}$ phase coexistence is reversed. For example, it was recently shown that docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) robustly incorporates into membrane lipids and stabilizes phase separation in giant plasma membrane vesicles (GPMVs) and giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) through increasing the disorder of the $L_{d}$ phase, while having nearly no effect on the $L_{o}$ phase ([@r31]). This has been shown for a variety of membrane perturbations, including variation of Chol levels, which was historically considered as the primary agent for the ordered domain formation and stabilization. The same effect was observed for bile acids ([@r61]). It was suggested that polyunsaturated lipids play a universal role in stabilization of ordered raft domains ([@r17], [@r20], [@r31]). Such counterintuitive behavior was explained in terms of a push--pull molecular mechanism ([@r30], [@r58], [@r62]), which contemplated that the repulsive, or "push," interaction of unsaturated lipids is just as important in raft formation as attractive, or "pull" interaction (e.g., between DPPC and Chol). The observed stabilization of raft domains by polyunsaturated lipids in GPMVs implies that simple biomimetic lipid-only systems lack the necessary compositional complexity to mimic the molecular behavior of raft domains in real systems and more realistic mixtures are poised to attract broader attention in studying lipid rafts.

![(*A*) Experimental data, the fitting curves, and excitations for IXS spectra ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental)) for the POPC(0.5):DPPC(0.3):Chol(0.2) (POPC-based) and the DOPC(0.3):DPPC(0.4):Chol(0.3) (DOPC-based) ternary systems taken at $37\,{^\circ}$C multiplied by the $E^{2}$ factor and shown for positive excitation energies, for clarity. The spectra are shown (from bottom to top) for $Q$ = 5.69 ${nm}^{- 1}$, *Q* = 7.03 ${nm}^{- 1}$, and $Q$ = 8.38 ${nm}^{- 1}$. As in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, the emergent OP mode is clearly visible as a hump close to $E \approx$ 3.9 meV (POPC based) and 3.5 meV (DOPC based). In ternary systems, the phononic gap appears at $Q_{\mathit{gap}}^{op}$ = 8.38 ${nm}^{- 1}$. (*B*) The corresponding $E$($Q$) dispersion curves. The solid lines shown are to guide the eye only.](pnas.1919264117fig06){#fig06}

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

Over the past decade several thousand papers relevant to lipid rafts were published, highlighting the continued interest in answering intriguing questions about the biological functions of lipid rafts and their size, lifetime, and dynamic properties. Compared to that, efforts dedicated to studies of lipid collective dynamics produce only a few dozen papers per year, among which about one per year on average employed inelastic (X-ray or neutron) scattering. A continuous evolution of the concept of collective vibrational excitations in lipids over the past two decades ([@r39][@r40]--[@r41], [@r43], [@r44]) proves that the complex phononic landscapes in lipids are still far from being fully understood. In the present work, the observation of the OP mode and its low-$Q$ phononic gap in binary and ternary lipid mixtures provides additional insight into the mechanisms of lipid--lipid interactions in mixtures. The phononic gap of the OP mode provides strong evidence for the existence of highly dynamic and strongly coupled units in cell membranes, namely, lipid pairs. Mobile in nature, lipid pairs can form and break up on a subnanosecond timescale, forming transient substructures in the $L_{o}$ phase. In ternary mixtures, IXS highlights the destabilizing effect of mono- and diunsaturated lipids (POPC and DOPC) on the $L_{o}$ phase. This is in contrast to the effect of polyunsaturated lipids in more realistic mixtures, which tend to stabilize phase separation by increasing interdomain order disparity ([@r31]).

On a more general note, it is now widely accepted that lipids and water at the cellular interface may play an important role in modulating biological functions of a cell membrane through specific interaction pathways with transmembrane proteins ([@r63]). Timescale and length scale matter for the dynamic machinery of lipid--lipid and lipid--protein aggregates spanning picoseconds to seconds and nanometers to micrometers, respectively, including individual lipids. For example, it was shown that individual lipids can allosterically regulate the function of transmembrane proteins ([@r64]). There is a consensus that dynamic nanoscopic heterogeneities are involved in signal transduction in biological membranes ([@r65]). Recently, it was shown that the collective picosecond dynamics of interfacial water (with the energy range of 2 to 5 meV) can serve as a relaxation pathway for protein backbones ([@r66], [@r67]). Therefore, it is intriguing that the ultrafast dynamics of functional lipid pairs (the energy of the optical modes) operate at the same timescales as relaxation processes of the transmembrane proteins ([@r66]). It is plausible to assume that the functional pairs may represent specific relaxation channels within the membrane plane. Clearly, the detailed study of dynamic profiling of nanoscopic heterogeneities is required to streamline the progress of cell studies ([@r68]). Importantly, the model membranes (both synthetic and realistic mixtures) represent a reasonable experimental approach. Our results call for more systematic studies of realistic lipid mixtures, where the interplay of multiple species may lead to a further understanding of biological functions of dynamic heterogeneities.

There exists a mature body of spectroscopic techniques, which allow probing the dynamics in a wide energy (or time, frequency) range. These techniques include but are not limited to NMR, Raman, THz time domain spectroscopy, and 2D IR spectroscopy. However, none of them can provide $Q$-resolved dynamics at the nanometer scale for such systems like lipid membranes. In the present work, we have demonstrated that, due to its unique ps-nm time--space window, IXS provides singular insights into the dynamic landscape that are complementary to MD simulations and real space techniques, helping building a consistent description of such systems at the molecular level.

Materials and Methods {#s6}
=====================

Sample Preparation. {#s7}
-------------------

All lipids (DPPC, DOPC, POPC, and Chol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Stock solutions with lipid concentrations of 20 mg/mL were prepared in 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol solvent. For binary systems, each stock solution contained different molar concentrations of cholesterol, namely 6.5%, 12%, 18%, 28%, and 35% of general lipid mass. Ternary systems were prepared with the following molar ratios: DOPC(0.3):DPPC(0.4):Chol(0.3) and POPC(0.5):DPPC(0.3):Chol(0.2). The single-crystal synthetic diamond substrate (4.5 × 4.5 ${mm}^{2}$, 0.5 mm thick, (100) face orientation, purchased from Element Six Ltd.) was cleaned with the consecutive rinses of chloroform, methanol, and deionized water and then UV/ozone etched for 20 min before lipid deposition. Lipid solutions were spin coated on the diamond substrate ([@r34]): About 25 $\mu$L of a lipid solution was spun in three consecutive depositions at 300 rpm, and each deposition was spun for 60 s. Immediately after the deposition, the samples were placed in a vacuum oven at room temperature for at least 18 h to remove the remaining traces of solvent. Ternary systems were measured at $37\,{^\circ}$C, and the binary systems were measured at two temperatures: $25\,{^\circ}$C (all samples) and $45\,{^\circ}$C (samples with Chol concentrations of 6.5%, 18%, and 28%). All samples were measured at ambient pressure in saturated water vapor in a custom-made humidity/temperature-controlled chamber at the relative humidity of $>$99%. The relative humidity was continuously monitored using a factory-calibrated Rotronics humidity probe HC2-C05 positioned in the immediate vicinity of the sample. The temperature of the chamber (and the sample) was controlled with a recirculating water chiller and the water vapor was generated using an ultrasonic transducer. The chamber was maintained at a fixed temperature (25, 37, or $45\,{^\circ}$C) throughout the measurements in the closed-loop operation with a relative humidity as a set point using a custom-made controller (GEOCalibration). It has been shown previously ([@r69][@r70]--[@r71]) that hydration of lipids is different at different temperatures. For example, in an excess of water, i.e., with a water subphase, the maximum level of hydration (waters per lipid) of DPPC is $\sim$12 and 23 mol/mol for 25 and $45\,{^\circ}$C, respectively ([@r71]). In saturated water vapor, as in the present work, the level of hydration was 10.52 and 11.15 mol/mol for 25 and $45\,{^\circ}$C, respectively ([@r71]). These values are very close and, in fact, lay within the error bars of the measurements. Although it was argued previously that 100% hydration of lipids may not be important for inelastic measurements ([@r40]), keeping the samples in the saturated water vapor ensures that they are hydrated similarly at all temperatures and, therefore, the comparison of the IXS data is justified.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation. {#s8}
------------------------------

We performed goarse-grained MD simulation using the program GROMACS (<http://www.gromacs.org>). To model the membrane, the MARTINI 22 force field was employed ([@r72]). The model was built at <http://www.charmm-gui.org>. A square membrane model with periodic boundary conditions in its plane was chosen. The number of lipids on each side of the membrane was 512 with a water layer 22 Å thick on both sides of the membrane. The concentration of Chol molecules in each leaflet of the membrane was 30 mol% and the pressure of 1 bar was set. CG simulation consisted of three stages: 1) At the first stage, the system energy was minimized. The goal of the stage is to bring the system into a state with as uniformly distributed molecules as possible. At the beginning of the simulation, the molecular runs were not obtained during the integration step of the order of the system dimensions. 2) The next step is to bring the system into a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, so-called thermalization. The thermalized system was in the NVT ensemble. Thermostat V-Rescale with a time-constant of 1 ${ps}^{- 1}$ was used as a thermostat. Water and lipid molecules were thermalized separately. The thermalization stage took place within 30 ns with 20-fs increments. 3) The third stage of the modeling was the production stage. At this stage, the system was in the NPT ensemble. We used the V-Rescale thermostat with a time-constant of 1 ${ps}^{- 1}$, and the Parrinello--Rahman algorithm with a constant time coupling of 12 ${ps}^{- 1}$ was used as the barostat. The simulation was carried out for 2 ns of model time with 20-fs increments. In this case, every 10 steps the system state was written to the dump file. In the second and third steps, van der Waals interaction was cut at 1.1 nm and the electrostatic interaction employed the PME algorithm with a cutoff of 1.2 nm. Note that the phonon branches in the study are located between 1 and 10 meV, which corresponds to a 4- to 0.4-ps timescale, and since the picosecond dynamics equilibrate at the nanosecond timescale, the selected thermalization time (30 ns) with a 2-ns production run was sufficient to accurately calculate phonon dispersion curves.

Data Availability. {#s9}
------------------

All experimental data are included in the main text and [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1919264117/-/DCSupplemental).
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